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ABSTRACT

The primary purpose of this research is to get insight into the preferences of luxury
customers who prefer items with less visible brand indications. It is the purpose of this
research to examine how consumers build meaning around their inconspicuous luxury
purchasing, what desires they wish to fulfil, and what sentiments they link with their
purchase. It focuses on the Millennial and Generation Z generations because of their
growing relevance in the luxury industry.
To obtain information and gain insight into the topic, both quantitative and qualitative
research methods were used. The result is that these generations desire items in the luxury
market that are simplistically sophisticated and high-quality; they enjoy the experiential side
of luxury and spend time researching before making purchases. They believe luxury can be
enjoyed without the approval of others and desire luxury to express their identity and mark
achievements. They attach emotional connections to products but understand that there are
symbolic meanings beyond their price.

Keywords: Luxury Consumer; Inconspicuous Consumption; Marketing; Conspicuous
Consumption.



RESUMO

O objectivo principal desta tese é obter uma visão das preferências dos clientes de luxo que
preferem artigos com indicações de marca menos visíveis. O intuito desta pesquisa é
examinar como os consumidores constroem significado em torno das suas compras de luxo
incospicuas, quais os desejos que desejam realizar e quais os sentimentos que associam à sua
compra. Centra-se nas gerações Millennial e Generation Z, devido à sua crescente relevância
na indústria do luxo.
Para obter informações e conhecer o tema, foram utilizados métodos de pesquisa
quantitativos e qualitativos. O resultado é que estas gerações desejam artigos no mercado do
luxo que sejam simplisticamente sofisticados e de alta qualidade; eles apreciam o lado
experimental do luxo e passam tempo pesquisando antes de fazer compras. Acreditam que o
luxo pode ser desfrutado sem a aprovação de outros e desejam o luxo para expressar a sua
identidade e marcar as suas conquistas. Eles atribuem conexões emocionais aos produtos,
entendendo que existem significados simbólicos além do preço.

Palavras-Chave: Consumidor de Luxo; Consumidor Inconspicuo; Consumo Incospicuo;
Marketing; Consumo Conspicuo; Mercado de Luxo.
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1. Introduction

The luxury goods industry has risen at a healthy rate over the last decade, roughly

twice as fast as global GDP growth (Solca, 2021). The market reached a new high of €260

billion in 2018, as the personal luxury goods market has witnessed expansion throughout the

world in nearly every region, primarily due to a more robust and rising local consumption

(Bain, 2019).

Even while the luxury market has grown, the customer profile is changing. Luxury

businesses can no longer afford to ignore the growing impact of younger clients, who are

driving expansion and are predicted to account for 70% of the market by 2025 (D’Arpizio,

Levato, Zito, Kamel, & Montgolfier, 2021A. Luxury companies are making adjustments to

their product offerings, marketing strategies, and distribution networks in order to capitalize

on the demands of younger generations. In the coming years, new generations will serve as

the key driver of growth for the luxury sector (Bain, 2019). Generation Y has achieved

complete integration into the labor market and, as a consequence, is increasing its

consumption. Generation Z exerts more influence over their friends' and families' purchasing

decisions. As with earlier generations, millennials and Generation Z have distinct

characteristics and characteristics that impact how they behave, communicate, and consume

products and services. Businesses interested in maintaining competitiveness must first have a

thorough understanding of the generations' defining characteristics.

New luxury market trends are emerging in parallel with the changes brought about by

the epidemic, and they are also reshaping the industry. Since Veblen's (1899) thesis of the

leisure class, researchers have been examining the phenomenon of conspicuous expenditure.

The desire to gain and retain better social standing via the purchase of expensive items

continued and consumers throughout the globe kept making purchases to establish their

identities and engage with certain groups. Conspicuous brands like Louis Vuitton and Gucci

are easily identifiable and recognized by the general public, making it simple to estimate the

price of their products. On the other hand, recent research suggests that consumer behavior is

shifting away from conspicuousness (Berger and Ward, 2010; Eckhardt, Belk, and Wilson,

2015; Han, Nunes, and Dreze, 2010; Makkar and Yap, 2018). Inconspicuous consumption is

on the rise, as consumers are moving toward items that are not readily identifiable due to their

use of lack of logos (Berger and Ward, 2010). Minimalist and distinguished by their design

and aesthetics (Eckhardt, Belk, and Wilson, 2015), these products make use of subtle signals
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that can only be interpreted by those who have the right expertise and knowledge (Berger and

Ward, 2010).

Inconspicuous luxury items are undergoing a steady increase in popularity as the

world's richest individuals attempt to be more discreet and to demonstrate their money and

position in subtler ways. These products transmit an understated sophistication that only the

skilled eye would notice, and individuals are paying significant amounts of money to appear

discreetly chic. For instance, Kendall Jenner, the luxury industry's millennial darling, made

news in 2020 when she shared a photo of her The Row outfit, a company known for its

inconspicuous luxury products. And, users only recognized the brand because she included a

shout-out in the caption. According to Satenstein from Vogue (2020), "Quiet luxury is about

artful tailoring and deep attention to quality," where "those truly in the know understand that

those pants aren't just pants and that the shirt isn't just a shirt." And then she questioned:

"Would the world have known that Jenner was wearing The Row if she didn't include the tag?

Probably only a very select few as it takes a refined eye to notice".

To explain the rise of inconspicuous consumption, Eckhardt, Belk, and Wilson (2015)

pointed to a decrease in the capacity of traditional luxury brands to communicate status, an

increased interest in being discreet, and a demand for more sophisticated products. Additional

research examines how groups of individuals convey their identities via the purchase of

inconspicuous items, demonstrating that some groups act similarly to another group in order

to prevent mimicry by a third group (Berg and Ward, 2010). Han, Nunes, and Dreze (2010)

contribute to the body of knowledge by developing a taxonomy that categorizes consumers

into four categories based on their desire for status, wealth, and luxury consumption.

However, much remains unknown about these consumers, and hence this study draws on

Makkar and Yap's (2018) research on inconspicuous consumption meanings, desires, and

sentiments to get a deeper understanding of the younger generation inconspicuous consumers.

1.1. Significance and Purpose

Given the context stated above, and due to the fact that the needs and intentions of

buyers for premium products with less apparent brand signals are still unclear, the issue that

this paper investigates is significant in that it adds to the current understanding of this recent

trend toward inconspicuousness (Berger and Ward, 2010; Eckhardt, Belk, and Wilson, 2015;

Han, Nunes, and Dreze, 2010; Makkar and Yap, 2018). The purpose of this study is to
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comprehend the meanings underlying inconspicuous purchases, as well as to understand the

desires, priorities, and emotions that drove luxury buyers' purchasing choices.

This study is important, because past research mainly focused on broad consumer

groups. This study will focus primary on the Generations Z and Y, who has increasing

importance to the sector, and must be understood.

1.2. Objectives and Research Questions

Driven by the rising relevance of younger generations in the luxury market, the

objective of this research is to investigate and analyse the motivations behind their

inconspicuous luxury purchases. To achieve this objective, this study investigates and answers

the following research questions:

RQ1. How do Generation Z and Y consumers construct meaning around their

inconspicuous luxury fashion experiences?

RQ2. What desires do inconspicuous consumers strive to fulfil?

RQ3. What sentiments do they associate with their inconspicuous luxury fashion

consumption?

2. Literature Review

2.1. Meanings, Desires, and Sentiments

First, I utilize Thompson, Pollio, and Locander's (1994) concept to specify meanings.

Consumers' behaviors are embedded in a network of cultural meanings from which they may

be influenced and changed but never totally liberated or disassociated. Meanings are linked to

consumers' self-perceptions, as it influences their perspective on shopping, brands, consuming

behaviors, and self-identity. They explain that data must be interpreted in order to uncover

meanings, which are the assumptions, concerns, values, and beliefs associated with consumer

attitudes. Meanings shape how consumers understand different industries and their purchasing

habits.

In addition, I draw from Golpadas (2014) that sentiments are constituted of emotions

and targets. The term "target" refers to the object at which an emotion is directed; emotions

are a physiologic process that triggers distinct feelings and have unique causes,

manifestations, and purposes. Sentiments are manifested as cultural patterns of feeling and
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emoting. Essentially, they are cultural scripts for people's emotions and behavior that are

generated and disseminated by a large group of individuals. Sentiments have the ability to

accelerate consumer assessments, strengthen consumer beliefs, and influence consumer

purchasing choices. This highlights the importance of businesses identifying and

understanding them in order to forecast customer behavior. By identifying and understanding

the emotions consumers associate with their consumption, companies can target these

emotions and induce them to take action.

Belk, Ger, and Askegaard (2003) argue that desire is a concept intrinsically tied to

motivation and is strongly connected to the social environment. A person's desire is formed

by their social and historical context and can be focused on a piece of clothing or a holiday

trip. They explain that desire is social in nature because the object of desire expresses more

our need for social validation than it expresses our desire for the object. Desires are nourished

by the imaginations of a different self, in which people build fantasies about their identities

and deliberately stimulate this desire by seeking out external sources that entertain these

aspirations. In their attempt to nurture these dreams, they place a great deal of meaning and

emotion into their object of desire.

Studying consumers' understanding and interpretation of luxury enables us to

determine the meanings behind their luxury consumption. In addition, companies can target

these emotions and induce them to make an action by identifying and comprehending the

emotions consumers associate with their consumption. Finally, it is essential to understand the

factors that impact consumer desires and the motivations behind them.

2.2. Generation Z and Millennials

Generation Y, which includes those born between 1977 and 1997, is often referred to

as Millennials. Due to the fact that these parents, unlike previous generations, were able to

prepare for their children and had access to information on child behaviour, this increased

parental protection led to a culture of feedback. Additionally, this generation is accustomed to

being inundated with images, receiving rapid information, and experiencing virtual reality. A

generation that understands the limited life of innovation as a result of being constantly

bombarded with news and information. This generation is multilingual, has a higher

educational level, has a worldwide network of friends scattered throughout the globe, and is

not geographically confined. Most significantly, technology has been ingrained in their
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everyday lives to the point where people have forgotten how to operate without it (Lombardia,

2008).

Millennials, who make up 23% of the global population, have become the largest adult

generation in history (MSCI, 2021). They begin to make more expensive purchases as they

develop and earn more influence in society. Owing to its reputation as the most educated

generation in history, it is a generation that is growing in wealth and importance to business

(MSCI, 2021).

Generation Z also called iGen in Twenge's book or Zoomers on Merriam-Webster

dictionary is the generation after the Millennials and before Alpha. They were born between

1997 and 2012, and they have lived in a world marked by racial conflicts, political instability,

economic turbulence, and social tensions (Wilson, 2021). Gen Z has only known the turbulent

and unstable "post 9/11" world, yet, unlike prior generations, their parents chose an open and

consultative approach, educating them on how to prevent, plan for, and deal with life's

challenges. Having a relationship built on open communication, where everyone in a family is

heard and everyone shares, has produced a dynamic in which iGens have a greater influence

on their parents' purchasing decisions (Merriman, 2015).

This generation was also exposed to the internet from a very early age, with the oldest

in their adolescence when the first iPhone was released. Francis and Hoefel (2018) explain

that this exposure has given rise to a hypercognitive generation, who are accustomed to

acquiring and combining knowledge from many sources, as well as merging virtual and

offline experiences. This means they can be analytical and practical when making decisions

and interacting with companies and institutions. Aside from being skilled in all elements of

the digital world, Zoomers cherish individuality and avoid labels; they are engaged in various

causes and believe that discussion can help resolve issues and make the world a better place.

In 2019, Generation Z became the largest generation, accounting for 32% of the global

population (Miller and Lu, 2018). As with previous generations, Gen Z is maturing as an

important consumer group, a study made by Barkley in 2018 estimated that in the United

States, Gen Z had a purchasing power of up to $143 billion. Another indicator of Generation

Z's rising economic relevance is that, according to the National Retail Federation (2019), 87%

of US parents agree that Gen Z influences household purchasing. The older iGens, who have

recently turned 24, are also entering the labor force and achieving financial independence.

This brings an addition of disposable income and makes it critical for brands to understand

their behavior and consumption.
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According to a study published by Bain & Company and Farfetch (2016), both

generations will have a dominant position in the global personal luxury goods market by

2025. Because of this generation's impact on previous generations, businesses must be aware

of and adapt to their needs and characteristics.

Sterling Lanier, president of the Chatter consultancy, said in a speech at the L2

Generation Next Forum in 2010 that Generation Y regards luxury spending as an investment

and is more accepting of premium products than prior generations. They welcome established,

traditional luxury brands as well as up-and-coming businesses that bring high-quality

products to market and pique customer attention. This Generation perceives luxury spending

as an investment, and as a result, they rationalise their expenditures in order to justify their

purchases. Similarly, Mabuni (2017) adds that Generation Z sees luxury consumption as an

investment and prefers buying one quality product over many cheaper ones. Another point

raised by Lanier (2010) is that Generation Y prefers exclusive items that do not contain logos

or monograms that automatically refer to the brand and that they choose products that have

small symbols or visual patterns that only those who are familiar with the brand would be able

to recognize. Likewise, Gen Z dislikes readily identifiable brands and favours minimalist

brands known for their outstanding quality and craftsmanship (Mabuni, 2017).

2.3. Luxury Market

The overall repercussions of COVID-19 have been unparalleled and frightening, with

luxury goods experiencing a negative demand across all regions (Fortune Business, 2021).

The performance of retailers was negative in virtually all of their locations, and practically all

major fashion events and runway shows were cancelled or postponed (Deloitte, 2020). The

market for personal luxury goods dropped by 23% to reach €217 billion, marking the first

contraction since 2009. Among every sphere of life, the changes brought about by Covid-19

have expanded the presence of the online. The percentage of online luxury purchases almost

doubled, from 12% to 23% in 2020 (D’Arpizio and Levato, 2021). During this trying period,

the luxury sector has shown its resilience and social responsibility, as firms have made

significant contributions and repurposed factories to manufacture single-use protective

medical items and disinfection gel (Deloitte, 2020). In the face of the considerable slowdown,

the main category of personal luxury continued to be accessories. At the same time,

entry-level products rose in importance across all relevant categories, accounting for more

than half of the total sales volume in 2020 (D’Arpizio and Levato, 2021).
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The personal luxury market has recovered to pre-pandemic levels in 2021,

demonstrating its resiliency. It is projected that global consumer expenditure on luxury goods

will increase by 29% this year. This is a return to levels seen in 2019 and a stark contrast to

the overwhelming scenario of 2020 pandemic lockdowns that closed shops and suspended

international travel (Bloomberg, 2021). Claudia D'Arpizio, a Bain & Company partner, stated

that "the changes in the luxury industry over the past 20 years have been remarkable, and the

emergence from the Covid crisis comes as a renaissance for luxury brands" (D’Arpizio and

Levato, 2021 pg1). Several factors, including the rebound in domestic spending, the growing

prominence of online channels, and the rising relevance of young clients, have contributed to

the restoration of the luxury sector (D’Arpizio and Levato, 2021).

To illustrate the many dimensions of luxury, I utilize D'Angelo's (2004) luxury market

classification:

1. Food: Beverages (particularly wine and champagne) and spices.

2. Real estate: mansions, apartments, and land (islands, farms).

3. Recreation: Collections, sports (polo, horseback riding, tourism, cruises).

4. Cultural Market: Art objects.

5. Means of Transportations: Automobiles, yachts, and private jets. 

6. Decorative items and domestic equipment in general: crystal, porcelain,

cutlery, silverware, antiques, and faience.

7. Personal-Use Products: Clothing and Accessories (haute couture and

prêt-à-porter), luggage, footwear, cosmetics, perfumery, watches, writing

articles, jewelry, and costume jewelry.

8. Services: Hotels, restaurants, spas, first-class flights.

The luxury market's demands are motivated by an irrational and unconscious desire

that arises as a result of the emotional sensations generated by the purchase of an object of

desire. According to Passarelli (2010), "the so-called luxury economy is the empire of desires.

All demands occur to satisfy desires developed from dreams, emotions, and sensitivity".

Additionally, luxury has the ability to convert everyday, anonymous people, into

objects of desire and reference for those who wish to live in this society. As a principle, it may

also serve as a divider between social strata, eliciting admiration not just from the most

fortunate part of the population but also from others who aspire to a level of achievement

quantifiable via the consumption of luxury items, as seen in the following excerpt from Dana

Thomas:
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"Today, logos brand people: by wearing or carrying an item adorned

with a logo, one declares oneself a member of a tribe that agrees with

the message and ethics of that particular brand - basically the dreams

that the marketing department has created for you. The logos of luxury

brands denote wealth, status, and good taste, even if the person carrying

the logoed product is a middle-market suburban housewife who bought

it on credit" (Thomas, 2008, p.248).

2.4. Conspicuous consumption

Veblen (1899/1973) conceived the word conspicuous consumption as the method of

establishing someone's reputation. Following the industrial revolution, increased population

mobility and growth produced a society in which individuals began to be observed by others

who had no other way of determining someone's reputation. People began to be continuously

introduced to new sets of acquaintances, with whom they develop fleeting or transitory bonds

but whose judgment is still appreciated. He defines conspicuous consumption as the buying of

expensive things for the purpose of attaining or retaining greater social standing rather than to

meet the consumer's more utilitarian requirements.

A conspicuous product is defined by Han, Nunes, and Dreze (2010) as having a high

degree of brand prominence and being marked with evident identifiers that ensure that

observers identify the brand. The desire for a conspicuous product is motivated by a feeling of

harmony between the brand's symbolic characteristics, self-image, and brand image (O'Cass

and Frost, 2002). Additionally, consumers' purchases and possessions assist them in defining

their identities, as they choose products that enable them to perform desired social roles and

engage in social interaction (Belk, 1988, Holt, 1995).

However, recent research suggests that the relationship between brands and

conspicuousness is weakening (Eckhardt, Belk, and Wilson 2015) as two trends emerge in the

luxury market: share-economy and affordable superpremium. Christodoulides, Athwal,

Boukis, and Semaan (2021) argue that the rise of the sharing economy contributes to the

democratisation of luxury. They describe it as "an umbrella term, referring to intermediary

platforms that enable peer-to-peer exchanges and create opportunities among consumers

and/or organisations to buy, rent, and/or trade unused or underutilised assets, including

property, resources, time, and skills" (Christodoulides, Athwal, Boukis and Semaan, 2021,
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pg.1). The sharing economy can be categorised into four classifications: On-demand

economy, product-service economy, second-hand consumption, and co-ownership. The

influence of each of these new types of consumption on the luxury market is addressed next.

The on-demand economy makes it possible to get access to another person's resources

without transferring ownership (Lawson, Gleim, Perren, & Hwang, 2017). Supply is provided

by under-utilisation of assets and creates new capacity; as Frenken and Schor (2017)

explained, if "a house owner is away for holidays or a business trip or has a spare bedroom,

the asset is not utilised. That is, the unoccupied house can be considered as temporary idle

capacity." The luxury market includes companies such as Airbnb Luxe, which allows access

to exclusive properties such as villas, castles, private islands, and penthouses.

Product-service is defined by Frenken and Schor (2017) as when a corporation

provides temporary access to an asset while maintaining ownership of the asset. Uber Copter,

Turbi, and Selfridges Rental are just a few examples. Uber Copter enables you to rent a

helicopter to transport you to your location. Turbi is a carsharing application that offers hourly

rentals of BMW and Mini Cooper. Additionally, Selfridges Rental is a platform for renting

designer and luxury clothes.

Second-hand consumption, on the other hand, is the act of selling previously owned

products. Unlike the preceding categories, customers or businesses provide permanent access

to a product (Frenken and Schor, 2017).

Finally, co-ownership is the sharing of an item's responsibilities and costs between

individuals (Aspara & Wittkowski, 2019). Avantto is an example of aviation co-ownership,

where the client acquires a percentage of the asset. For instance, at least 5% of a helicopter or

16.6% of business jets, entitling them to fly up to 60 hours per year with the helicopter or up

to 120 hours with the jet (Casagrande, 2018).

The sharing economy allows individuals to rent anything from handbags and clothes

to cars and airplanes all across the world, raising the question, "How do I know if the guy who

drives past me in a Ferrari owns it or is just renting it for the weekend?" (The Economist,

2005).

Along with the growth of the sharing economy, the spread of affordable superpremium

items has contributed to the democratisation of luxury goods. The rise of luxury for the

masses created the idea of accessible luxury (Danziger, 2005), with products prices close to

the top of their categories but still affordable due to their low ticket. These products are either

from new luxury labels, such as Coach, which offers leather goods at a low price compared to

Gucci but greater than that of other more affordable brands. Alternatively, established luxury
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brands may offer more affordable things such as wallets, sunglasses, and fragrances

(Silverstein and Fiske, 2003).

The spread of these platforms allowed a segment of the population to have access to

luxury items they would not have been able to acquire otherwise. This trend makes it more

difficult for people to judge someone's wealth based on their use of luxury goods and resulted

in the emergence of a new way of consuming luxury goods, referred to as inconspicuous

consumption.

2.5. Inconspicuous consumption

Although the increased access to branded apparel has contributed to the rise of

inconspicuous consumption, inconspicuous luxury is more than the lack of a product's logo.

While some items lack clear brand recognition, their unique features, shape, and other

attributes may help consumers recognize them (Berger and Ward., 2010).

To get a better understanding of the characteristics of inconspicuous products, I draw

from Eckhardt, Belk, and Wilson (2015) that inconspicuous brands signal luxury in a

qualitative way, relying on sophistication and complexity while evoking a perception of

effortlessness; they also explain that there must be a sense of exclusivity that is unreachable to

the general public. Brook (2001, p. 102) argues that the educated elites "don't want gaudy

possessions that make extravagant statements, that would make it look like they are trying to

impress." According to him, these customers feel they are the curators of their possessions,

and in order to make the best-informed decision, they seek to educate themselves about the

numerous options, research brand names and investigate the product's history prior to

acquiring it. Additionally, existing research indicates that the need for uniqueness is a

significant motivator of inconspicuous luxury consumption (Lee, 2020). According to

Eckhardt, Belk, and Wilson (2015, pp 4), inconspicuous consumption is "the use of subtly

marked products which are misrecognized by most observers but facilitate interaction with

those who have the requisite cultural capital to decode the subtle signals." Similarly, Han and

Dreze (2010) add that some consumers also prefer quiet branding over loud branding to

disassociate themselves from certain groups.

The use of subtle signals rather than clear brand identification by consumers seeking

to distinguish themselves from the mainstream is a strategy that can only be understood by

people with the appropriate connoisseurship, incurring an identification cost that is converted

from cultural capital (Berger and Ward, 2010). Cultural capital refers to the knowledge and
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expertise that a person acquires as a result of belonging to a community (Pluntz and Pras,

2020) and can enable them to purchase items that are only available to persons who have

attained that particular expertise (Bourdieu, 1984). Additionally, since one of the advantages

of signalling is the determination to be seen in a certain way, avoiding easy identification by a

group of observers may also be perceived as a cost. Consumers who desire widespread

recognition may be hesitant to use subtle signals that reduce their visibility. As a result, an

interaction cost is established, inhibiting outsiders from poaching the signal and reducing the

likelihood of present users abandoning those products (Berger and Ward, 2010). Berger and

Heath. (2007) explain that when outsiders embrace items that serve as symbols of

identification, such products lose their power to communicate that identity, driving original

taste holders to diverge and seek a new signal. The identification and interaction costs create

extra barriers for outsiders, enabling inconspicuous products to preserve their meaning over

time.

Makkar and Yap (2018) classify inconspicuous consumers into four categories:

Fashion Influencer, Trendsetter, Luxe Conservative, and Fashion Follower.

Fashion Influencer

Influencers and opinion leaders in the fashion industry are the first category of

customers. They are very picky when it comes to luxury goods and are confident in their

sense of style. They display a high level of understanding of materials, textiles, cuts, and

patterns and a strong sense of pride and involvement with their things. This group also has a

strong emotional connection to their purchases and appreciates the brand's history and

heritage. When it comes to buying luxury goods, their primary motivations are self-fulfilment

and achievement. They enjoy the experiential aspect of luxury, and they believe that even the

simple pleasures of life can be luxurious.

Trendsetter

This group is very active in the fashion industry and is often the first to learn about

new trends. They visit fashion shows and attempt to set trends for others. Their

self-confidence comes from the knowledge of trends and their power to influence others. To

demonstrate their high fashion expertise, they purchase products for their aesthetics and

distinctiveness, hoping to make a statement with their appearance. When it comes to fashion,

they are not afraid to take chances and don't mind some form of brand markers. They use
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subtle brand indicators to communicate a strong public persona yet think that it is critical for

others to comprehend their signal. They take pride in their status as fashion rebels and early

adopters and take pleasure in inciting others' jealousy.

Luxe Conservative

These clients are drawn to classic style due to their appreciation for its delicacy,

refinement, and elegance. They do not want to bring attention to themselves or their wealth

and hence use very discreet brands. They are hesitant about new brands and edgy trends since

they often second-guess their decisions. They look for things that give comfort and

functionality as they acquire luxury to meet their utilitarian needs. Inconspicuousness is a safe

bet for them since it is functional and avoids eliciting others' jealousy.

Fashion Follower

This is a group of individuals who have limited knowledge of luxury and who are

frequently inspired by trendsetters, copying them blindly. They are only beginning to develop

a knowledge of good taste, but they are eager to learn more. They share some conspicuous

characteristics as their motivations toward luxury are linked to identity signalling and

engaging in certain social circles. When they are in social situations, they get emotional

comfort from their purchases and seek happiness via luxury purchasing. They lack trust in

fashion trends and are hesitant to purchase luxury fashion, which causes them to hold benign

jealousy towards Trendsetters.

As per the authors, customers can be divided into these four categories based on the

meanings underlying their luxury spending, the desires they seek to fulfil, and the sentiments

attached to their consumption. This study analyses the meanings, desires, and sentiments of

Millennials and Zoomers, with the assistance of such categorization to aid in combining these

three traits.

3. Methodology

For the purpose of investigating the underlying meanings, desires, and sentiments

associated with inconspicuousness, this study takes a quantitative and qualitative method.

Two data collecting strategies were used: social media and online questionnaires. I initially

gathered data from Millennials and Zoomers influencers from social media to gain early
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insights into their perspectives and ideas on luxury consumption. Later, I used those insights

to formulate questionnaires that were shared online.

3.1. Quantitative Research: Social Media

This study started by gathering information on Instagram, searching for four accounts

that were frequently posting luxury products and were known by their style. I searched

websites and fashion forums for "fashion influencers" and "luxury influencers" of Generation

Z and Y to uncover acceptable influencers. Afterward, I chose the influencers (Table 1) based

on several criteria: they needed to have a large audience, be known for their looks and

fashion, and be active in the luxury industry. Their content should present indications of

inconspicuousness, both in terms of the brands they use and the aesthetics they display.

Table 1: Influencers

Name Followers Instagram Age Observed brands

Emma Chamberlain
15,3
million

@emmachamberlai
n 20 Cartier, Heavn, Louis Vuitton

Kendall Jenner 225 million @kendalljenner 26
The Row, Balmain, Bottega
Veneta

Romee Strijd 7,3 million @romeestrijd 26
Bottega Veneta, Dior, Louis
Vuitton

Illan Castronovo 1,7 million @illancto 28
Bottega Veneta, Prada, Stone
Island

Source: created by author

On their profile, it was assessed their content in terms of experiences they

shared, restaurants, vacations, and meeting friends. As well as the brands they utilize and the

style they have. This data allowed to determine which brand people link with their

inconspicuous style, and whether they had luxurious experiences.

3.2. Qualitative Research: Questionnaires

Given the objective of the research is to understand how the generations construct

meanings, desires, and sentiments around their inconspicuous consumption, quantitative data

collecting for the study was conducted through the internet. This approach was selected

because it allows for a greater audience reach, a faster response time, and more honest

responses since the respondents were anonymous and not in the interviewer's presence.

Additionally, this study was conducted with a particular target audience: the younger
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generations also referred to as the Internet Generation, which emphasizes the importance of

online surveys for this demographic.

This study employed Patton's (2002) purposeful sampling concept to choose our

respondents, focusing on selecting information-rich examples whose study may shed light on

my investigation questions. I delivered questionnaires to students via social media groups of

high-end universities in São Paulo and through personal relationships. 

I designed the survey entirely on my own, following a few simple criteria. The

questions had to encompass the three key themes the study was pursuing for: Meanings,

Sentiments and Desires. It was necessary to include filter questions in the questionnaire to

ensure that the research only included those from the target. The main questions focused on

the conceptions and aspirations linked with luxury consumption, how individuals perceive

and interpret luxury, what drives them to make purchases, and the emotions associated with

these purchases. To further investigate their perspective of conspicuous consumption, research

approaches such as stereotyping (Donoghue, 2000) were applied. To make it more engaging, I

chose five distinct types of questions. The first part contains questions to understand the

respondent profile (demographics and luxury interests), which was used to validate the

responses. For example, an age filter was used to exclude participants who were not

Millennials or Zoomers, and questions on luxury consumption were included to eliminate

answers from non-consumers. For the next part, I prepared a selection of statements with

contrasting meanings and asked the user to pick the one that spoke to them the most strongly.

The third type of question, I created a scale from 1-5 where the user could choose how much

they agreed with the statement in the question. For the open question, I used the brands found

on the researched Instagram, to ask respondents to describe who would be the consumers of

those products. The fifth and last type of question was a multiple-choice question, in which I

provided four distinct choices and asked them to choose one of them. Each of the options

linked to an inconspicuous profile (Makkar and Yap, 2018). In total, 88 responses were

collected from which 87 was valid. The complete questionnaire is available in Appendix 1.

4. Data Analysis

As indicated in the previous chapter, questionnaires were sent through the internet to

reach the intended audience. The questionnaire was sent through selected Facebook groups

that were expected to include luxury clients of the studied generations. Private groups are

composed of students from prestigious colleges in major cities, and open groups are formed

by those interested in the luxury market. For instance, questionnaires were sent to groups as
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FGV, FAAP, Insper and MACMAGAZINE. Additionally, it was distributed through

WhatsApp and Instagram, primarily to private contacts. The findings of the questionnaires

will be presented in this section.

4.1. Demographic and Respondents Profile

In order to have a thorough understanding of the sample's demographics, this initial

section of the questionnaire was critical. Additionally, it served as the foundation for

developing an age filter to guarantee that only people meant to participate in the study

responded to the questions.

After filtering only, the respondents from Generation Z or Y who are consumers in the

luxury market, there were 87 valid replies. 48,3% (42) of those who took part were between

the ages of 25 and 29, making them Millennials, while 28,7% (25) were aged 19 to 24,

making them members of the older Generation Z who are already enrolled in college. One

respondent was over 45 years old, so it was filtered out of the analysis. The full range of

participants' ages is shown in the Figure 1 below. When asked which gender they identified

with, 71,3% said they were female, and 28,7% said they were male.

Figure 1: Respondent’s Age

Source: created by author

Concerning the topic of monthly household income, it was highlighted that if the

respondents lived alone but were not self-sufficient, their parent's income should be taken into
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consideration. 31,0% of those surveyed said they earned between R$17.600,01 and R$44.000,

with 43,7% stating that they earned more than R$44.000, as shown in figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Household Income

Source: created by author

Additionally, 51,7% said they had been consuming luxury goods for more than ten

years. Furthermore, 50,6% of those polled said their total spending in the luxury market was

more than R$10.000 in the previous 12 months (Figure 3). When asked who influenced their

interest in the luxury market, 35,6% mentioned the internet, 33,3% stated family, 24,1%

suggested friends, and 6,9% indicated audio-visual content.

Figure 3: Luxury Expenditure

Source: created by author
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On Figure 4 below, we can see which were the products purchased by our respondents on the

last 12 months.

Figure 4: Purchased Luxury Products

Source: created by author

4.2. Inconspicuous Consumption

Meanings

As this study explained in the first part of the literature review, to discover meanings,

first must evaluate the assumptions, attitudes, beliefs, and values of these customers. The first

theme revolves around people's perceptions of their consumption as a necessary aspect of life.

It explores what luxury means to them and how they perceive it. 

The first question helped us understand how Generation Z and Y

create meanings around their purchases. Respondents were presented with two choices and

asked: "Regarding the consumption of luxury products, choose which statement most

represents your choices?" 

The data relating to each choice is shown in the table below. 

Table 2: Luxury Market Consumption

Affirmation
Number Option 1 Pc of Votes Pc of Votes Option 2

1) Ostentation. 2,3% (2) 97,7% (85)
4150%* Elegance with simplicity.
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2) Purchases for materialistic
possession. 20,69% (18)

79,31%
(69)

283,3*

Purchases for the expression
and reaffirmation of the self.

3) Appreciation for brands and
logos. 6,9% (6) 93,1% (81)

1250%*
Appreciation of fabric and

quality.

4) I make luxury purchases on
impulse. 17,24% (15)

82,76%
(72)

380%*

Before buying a product, I
research about the quality and

history.

5) I often copy purchases
from influencers or friends. 17,24% (15)

82,76%
(72)

380%*

I search for products that speak
to my style and values.

6) I prefer minimalist clothing. 83,91% (73)
421,43*

16,09%
(14) I prefer loud clothes.

7)
To associate or

disassociate myself from
social groups.

11,49% (10)
88,51%

(77)
670%*

To represent my identity.

Source: created by author

These generations understand that buying luxury products is more than just a

superficial purchase; it also manifests who they are and how they wish others to see them.

This was noted in the responses above, in which 82,76% affirmed "they search for products

that speak to my style and values," and only 20,69% stated they make "purchases for

materialistic possession." As a result, they spend more time evaluating their purchases and do

considerable research before buying a product. This is supported by the answers to the

question "I research product origins and the production process before purchasing" on the

Likert scale (Figure 5), which received 47,13% percent of "Completely Agree" and 24,14%

"Partially Agree" responses.

Figure 5: I research product origins and the production process before purchasing

Source: created by author
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Furthermore, they recognize the value of avoiding impulsive purchases and refraining

from just mimicking others' purchases, as evidenced by Table 2 above, where 17,24% stated

"I make luxury purchases on impulse" and 17,24% stated, "I frequently copy purchases from

influencers or friends."

As seen by their response to the Likert scale (Figure 6) question, "Luxury products

and services must necessarily be of high quality," the younger generations understand that

luxury implies a high standard of excellence, as 81,61% declared to "Completely Agree," with

no one disagreeing.

Figure 6: Luxury products and services must necessarily be of high quality

Source: created by author

When it comes to their personal style, they are characterized by the simplicity of their

fashion preferences and the minimalism of their clothing. This is confirmed by Table 2, where

83,91% reported they "prefer minimalist clothing," and 97,7% described their style as

"Elegance with simplicity." We can also see on Table 2, that 93,1% appreciates the fabric and

quality of products. While 51,9% expressed an appreciation for the history and tradition of the

brand, as seen in the Figure 7, where seven affirmations were given to participants and asked

which ones better represent themselves. The following are the replies in order of popularity:
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Figure 7: What do you seek for in a luxury product?

Source: created by author

The addition of affirmations relating to luxury customers' motivations while

purchasing in the luxury market helped better comprehend the desires luxury consumers are

striving to satisfy. In addition, to understand if they identify emotions associated with their

consumption, the statement "They provide me with well-being" was also added.

Another significant characteristic of Millennials and Zoomers' inconspicuous

consumers is their recognition of luxury as an experience instead of just a commodity. Several

factors lead to the perception that these customers seek meaningful experiences.

Figure 8: Luxury can be more about experiences than it is about having material possessions.

Source: created by author
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The Likert Scale (Figure 8) replies reveal this, as 66,67% selected "Completely

Agree," 20,69% selected "Partially Agree," and only 4,6% disagreed with the sentence

"Luxury can be more about experiences than it is about having material possessions."

Likewise, this is suggested by the Likert Scale (Figure 9) replies to the affirmation "Luxury

products and services must necessarily be expensive," having only 8,05% respondents that

"Completely Agreed," and 34,08% who disagreed. This indicates that these customers do not

associate luxury with high-priced goods and materiality but instead with experiences and

emotions.

Figure 9: Luxury products and services must necessarily be expensive.

Source: created by author

In addition, the analysis shows that consumers do considerable research before buying

their products, meaning they get to enjoy the purchasing process for longer as a result of the

time they invest in this experience. Furthermore, as it was showed on the demographic section

(Figure 4), when it was asked, "Which luxury products did you purchase in the previous

year?", 91,4% declared luxury restaurants, and 56,8% said 5-star hotels, both answers directly

related to experiences, adding to this theme of understanding.

Desires

To evaluate the desires inconspicuous consumers of Generation Y and Z are trying to

fulfil, this study explored the elements that influence their actions and the motivations driving

this desire. This part analyses their reasoning and the factors that drive them to buy luxury

products.
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From Figure 10's Likert scale data, I can conclude that the younger generation is

aware that conspicuous customers choose loud brands to impress others.

Figure 10: People buy clothes with monograms and logo to impress others.

Source: created by author

At the same time, when the affirmation was "Luxury can be enjoyed without the need

for others' approval" (Figure 11), 65,52% answered "Completely Agree," 20,69% answered

"Partially Agree," and only 2,3% chose "Completely Disagree," demonstrating this

generation's inconspicuous consumers reduced drive to show off.

Figure 11: Luxury can be enjoyed without the need for others' approval.

Source: created by author
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As desire is strongly connected to the social environment, it was important to further

investigate iGen and Millennial’s motivations for buying luxury products when in a social

environment. Moreover, 51,73% understand that luxury can act as a tool for social

differentiation (Figure 12). However, when asked about their motivation, only 11,49% (Table

2) said it was "to associate or disassociate myself from social groups."

Figure 12: Luxury can act as a tool for social differentiation.

Source: created by author

To give the opportunity for the respondents to express their opinions, beliefs, and

concerns, the last part exhibited the data of the open question, "Looking at the two bags on the

left vs. the two bags on the right, how would you describe the consumers of these products?

In terms of style, personality, and interests" (Appendix 2).
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Figure 13: Image for the open question.

Source: created by author

The following replies to our open question further support the assumption that brands

are picked to demonstrate their worth: "People who want to show their extravagant lifestyle

and feel the need and seek others' approval.", also common words used by the respondents

were "Flashy, Showy, Approval, Validation, Eye-Catching."

Customers of these generations, seen by the responses in Table 2, were more

concerned with their self-representations, as 79,31% of respondents said they made

"purchases for the expression and reaffirmation of the self." Further, these consumers acquire

items for their functionality and suitability, focusing on the quality and refinement of the

goods. This is corroborated by Figure 7, which shows that 80,2% expressed that they

purchase items due to their excellent performance and quality.

Another driving force behind the purchases made by Millennials and Zoomers is the

need to signal their identity; according to the survey results (Table 2), 88,51% selected luxury

goods to represent their identities. Personal satisfaction and achievements are other essential

motivators for some inconspicuous consumers of this generation, according to the 39,5% of

respondents who believe luxury products reward their sacrifice and work (Figure 7). Finally,

30,39% of respondents (Figure 7) stated that they use luxury items to "convey an image of

success," indicating a desire to project a strong public self via subtly brand-marking products.
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Sentiments

In the third theme of our analysis, I present that there is an emotional connection

associated with their luxury purchases. This emotional connection has nothing to do with the

product's pricing. They understand that a luxury product can have sentimental value, nourish

feelings, and bring emotions.

This is supported by the Likert answers (Figure 14), which indicated that 96,55%

agreed with the statement "Luxury can have symbolic meanings beyond its price," and in

Figure 7, where 58% said their luxury products provide them with well-being.

Figure 14: Luxury can have symbolic meanings beyond its price.

Source: created by author

Profile of the Generations Z and Y

To provide a complete picture of the meanings, desires, and sentiments behind these

generations' purchases, the study draws upon Makkar, and Yap's (2018) classification of

luxury consumers stated previously in this research. The question was, "choose the statement

that most represents you."

First, regarding the meanings, Makkar, and Yap (2018) use two different spheres.

Their understanding of luxury and their ability to enjoy the experiential side of luxury. The

findings suggest that Millennials and Zoomers customers of the luxury sector are a
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combination of Fashion Followers and Luxe Conservatives. All results are indicated on

Figure 15

Figure 15: Meanings

Source: created by author

When it comes to how they understand and define luxury, 44,83% stated, "I believe

that luxury should be simple, and I prefer classic styles." As defined by Makkar and Yap

(2018), Luxe Conservatives see luxury as tasteful and elegant, are drawn to classic styles, and

appreciate sophistication. The same theme received 34,48% of replies on the statement "I see

luxury as an art, for its materials, history, and design," corresponding with how Fashion

Influencers appreciate luxury. Their view of luxury as experience aligns with Fashion

Influencers (73,56%) and Luxe Conservatives (16,06%). While the first group believes that

luxury is connected to experiences, the second group embraces luxury for its functionality

(Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Meanings -Experience.

Source: created by author

Addressing the desires, they want to fulfil (Figure 17), 49,43% of the respondents

agreed with the Fashion Influencer statement "I buy luxury products for personal satisfaction

and to mark achievements," and 33,33% agreed with the Luxe Conservative statement "I buy

luxury products for comfort and convenience." As the literature review explained, while

Fashion Influencers need luxury for their self-fulfilment, the Luxe Conservatives need luxury

for utilitarian purposes, searching for comfort and suitability.  

Figure 17: Desires.

Source: created by author
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Last, assessing the sentiments (Figure 18) related to their acquisitions. 66,67% stated,

" I am proud of my luxury purchases," and 14,94% said, "I buy luxury products to feel better."

Fashion Influencers consider their purchases a considerable source of pride, owing to their

significant involvement with their items. In contrast, Fashion Followers consume luxury in

the pursuit of happiness.

Figure 18: Sentiments.

Source: created by author
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5. Conclusion and contribution

The way affluent consumers display their wealth is getting more complex. This shift in

consumer behaviour begs the question of how luxury fashion practitioners should adapt to the

rise of inconspicuousness.

Even though conspicuous consumption has been researched since Veblen coined the

word, this study observed that there had been a recent tendency toward inconspicuousness.

However, unlike Veblen's concept, academic study on inconspicuous consumption is still in

its early stages. Therefore, shows the relevance of building knowledge on these customers'

meanings, desires, and sentiments with regard to luxury. In addition, as younger generations

acquire purchasing power and grow their influence on their friends and family decisions, they

become a more prominent demographic in the luxury market. Thus, the research aimed to

examine the attitudes of Generations Z and Y concerning luxury consumption.

The theoretical references and analyses presented in the preceding chapter made it

feasible to address the research questions raised in the study's objective definition.

As discussed in the previous chapter, when it comes to their meanings, desires, and

experiences with the luxury industry, Millennials and Zoomers luxury customers exhibit traits

of "Fashion Influencers" and "Luxe Conservatives." Both believe that luxury can be

appreciated without the need for validation and feel that consumers who buy loud products

are looking to display wealth. They also recognize that luxury goods are a reflection of their

own personalities and take pleasure in researching before making a purchase. To avoid

drawing attention to themselves or their money, Luxe Conservatives choose understated

brands that are both classy and sophisticated, and that can satisfy their necessities. Fashion

Influencers are self-assured in terms of their fashion expertise, value brand legacy, and

embrace the experiential aspects of luxurious living. The fourth component that aided us in

comprehending the factors that influence luxury shoppers' purchase decisions was their

sentiments. Luxury shoppers from these generations expressed a high sense of pride in their

purchases, recognizing that luxury goods may have emotional worth in addition to their

financial value.

This study provides confirmation to previous research (Berger and Ward, 2010;

Eckhardt, Belk, and Wilson, 2015; Han, Nunes, and Dreze, 2010; Makkar and Yap, 2018) that

has shown an increasing desire from consumers for products that are discrete and minimalist

in design. The fact that it focuses on a younger demographic, which is becoming more

important for the luxury industry, demonstrates how important it is for businesses to learn
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about and adapt to this trend. Highly conspicuous brands such as Gucci and Prada can

broaden their product offerings, creating more variety of inconspicuous items, while at the

same time focusing their marketing efforts on their history, legacy, quality, and materials

rather than logos, putting less emphasis on brand signals. Makkar and Yap (2018) showed that

consumers are actively engaged on researching their purchases before buying a product, this

study also complements to this understanding, showing that both generations are interested in

researching before to making a purchase to better understand the product's origins and the

manufacturing process, this demonstrates how important it is for businesses today to be

honest and to give accurate information about their products on the internet. This may be

accomplished via the use of social media videos that explain to consumers the whole route a

product goes through before arriving at the shop. This study also adds to Makkar and Yap

(2018) research, showing the inconspicuous profile of these generations. The interest for an

experiential luxury is also in the rise (Makkar and Yap, 2018), so to engage Gen Z and

Millennials, Businesses must also consider the whole online and offline experience, as well as

ideas on how to link the two worlds. New technology is being developed for that on a daily

basis, and companies must be among the first to take advantage of it when it becomes

available.
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Appendix – Open Question

"Looking at the two bags on the left vs. the two bags on the right, how would you describe the

consumers of these products? In terms of style, personality, and interests" (Annex X). When

speaking about handbags with low brand prominence, some of the responses were:

"The consumers of the handbags on the left may be concerned with the design, displaying

their personality, but most importantly with the product's functionality."

"They appreciate more the design and quality of the bag."
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"I see them as people who do not feel the need to reaffirm themselves."

"People who play tennis and polo."

"People who are seeking lesser-known brands that offer high-quality items that appeal to their

sense of style."

The main keywords are Quality, minimalist, design, elegant, personality, high-end,

discreet, style, old money, sophistication, chic.

Responses regarding handbags with high brand prominence were:

"People who want to show their extravagant lifestyle and feel the need and seek others

approval."

"The person wants to show that they bought a branded handbag."

"They display logos seeking validation; I believe this characteristic is shared by people who

ascend socially from humble beginnings."

"Individuals who strive to display their purchasing power through the use of brands."

The main keywords are Ostentation, flashy, showy, new money, extravagant, corny,

approval, validation, fashion, eye-catching, self-assertion.


